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Midwest Research Computing and Data
Consortium

 

MW-RCD Newsletter

February 13, 2024

About the Midwest Research Computing and Data Consortium

Regional stakeholders working collectively in a trusted forum can shape
the future by working collectively on topics of mutual interest, by
onboarding organizations that �nd value in the mission of the organization,
by sharing information transparently, and by providing opportunities for CI
professional staff members in our organization to contribute, to be
mentored, to belong to a cohort, and to become leaders.

Read more about MW-RCD

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a916622a479f974da5a101de5a2efcbdce472a553dc17be8393849380aaaa6cf2435657d9fe514534280a58c54cec3585b7fc
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a916622a479f974da5a101de5a2efcbdce472a553dc17be8393849380aaaa6cf2435657d9fe514534280a58c54cec3585b7fc
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166bc6f0551bf419bfbc04305fc1ee290b67457768a52f44b85b8f7ca9af8ecd801fbfdcbe34b8b4f3570a400ccf98270cc
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Read the interview with Preston Smith here.

MW-RCD Pro�le Spotlight: Preston Smith

Preston Smith, Executive Director, Rosen Center for
Advanced Computing at Purdue University

Series: Exploring the Landscape of Midwest Research
Computing and Data Consortium

This is a series where we're diving into the world of the
Midwest Research Computing and Data Consortium,
exploring its members, the challenges, and future
prospects. We had the opportunity to speak with
Preston Smith, Executive Director of the Rosen Center
for Advanced Computing at Purdue University, who
shared his insights on the �eld. 

Recommend or refer a potential MW-RCD Pro�le Spotlight for the
newsletter

 

MAY

1
2024 ANNUAL SPRING MEETING

Tuesday, April 30 (Networking Social Event)
and Wednesday, May 1, 2024 (Meeting)

The 2024 Annual Spring Meeting (Annual Network
Retreat) will be held from April 30, 2024 - May 1,
2024 both in-person and online at the Big 10
Conference Center in Rosemont, IL. The agenda
will be similar in scale to previous MW-RCD
annual meetings and will focus on talks of mutual
interest as well as advancing the goals of the
accelerator programs.

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166cdd6104f9cfc2615ca2975dad03bf049c2f936c725aff0fadc00c38bfeb19d2446dd3ff0be874321b464e9171639c984
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a916623dc2dc93f30010da352a495f1f456bb5648b91c4fb69c9408d677b09a8bf7086c8b600c64fdb12546cc0846103813d7
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166d1403c855186dade81316323949ce9b075e6b12cc49654bb0ed07a937d559e7b211bd814db2251448be942b4d8bd0582
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REGISTER NOW

Student Experience Program

APPLICATION DEADLINE EXTENDED-This program is for graduate and
undergraduate students from computing and computational science �elds
attending institutions of higher education within the Midwest. The purpose
is to provide opportunities for diverse students to engage in consortium
activities, thus exposing them to a career as a CI professional. In this
program, students will shadow a senior leader and participate in planning
for and attending the annual network retreat (April 30 – May 1, 2024 at the
Big10 Conference Center in Rosemont, IL). Travel support and a $250
stipend will be provided for students. Applications are due February 19,
2024.

April 30, 2024 - May 1, 2024

B1G Conference Center at 5440 Park Place,
Rosemont, IL 60018

Travel Support Available

Call for Participation for the meeting

Student Experience Program Application  

EVERY FRIDAY MW-RCD OFFICE HOURS

Every Friday
10 - 11 a.m. EST

O�ce Hours are now every Friday. Join
to discuss any MW-RCD topic.

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a91666d7c69775f84e716a27ac385fa7c2ea1342eea26ac4e7c124b5449c14f22686c1b3e6ffc28059c19071bca1130646211
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a916680cb249832b2d79945732d4fa2ff1c9a51f4bfb6e0b2de603440aad281bf961ad04cf2b72305310d335e2b41b9689765
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a91660244b2ffa45eadad721b54eaa9ba9518e03dda2a6260064c115d967a51689a337dd06faa5f8c43a1b327cc87a9383ddb
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Add to Outlook Calendar

Open in Zoom

MW-RCD DEI Assessment

MW-RCD Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Assessment: Your participation is
requested.

As a member of the Midwest Research Computing and Data (MWRCD)
Consortium, you are likely aware of its commitment to promote increased
awareness and knowledge related to diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI). As
part of our charge to help build and maintain a diverse workforce that is
committed to diversity, equity, and inclusion, we must explore members’
experiences with these topics, as well as their interests in potential topics
and delivery formats. 

Please take a few moments to complete the DEI assessment that was sent
to you on February 5th. If you have not already provided your feedback, we
encourage you to do so. The survey will remain open until February 23rd. If
you did not receive an invitation, please contact Julie Wernert, Indiana
University Pervasive Technology Institute, at jwernert@iu.edu.

10am
ET

Interested in getting funding to sponsor
an RCD professional on your campus or
for a community of practice?

Funds available to host a fellow
RCD professional for a campus
visit

Funds available for a midwest
community of practice 

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166464da360664079b613901956bbfdbcfaf1b7afc164b41041db50ce786ba9cf8db7e0b163da3158cdba75d51368913fd2
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a916663ce5424c910a2f71b7ca5649844d32ab9aeef5b98a9125565b4a29cd925b489ceed268dc0bec19695b49ea467dedf0d
mailto:jwernert@iu.edu?subject=
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NSF ACCESS Launches 2024 Student Training and Engagement
Program

ACCESS Operations is launching its Student Training and Engagement
Program (STEP)! STEP will function as a three-phase program intended for
undergraduates or early-career graduate students interested in pursuing
careers in cyberinfrastructure. 

The �rst phase, STEP-1, is a two-week, in-person experience in Miami, May
2024. It’s open to all, including younger students with less experience. 

Students who complete STEP-1, have at least 60 credit hours under their
belts, and want to advance further toward a career in cyberinfrastructure
can then move on to the second phase of the program, STEP-2, which is a
full-time, paid summer internship.

The third and �nal phase of the program, STEP-3, is for those looking for a
year-round, part-time, paid internship experience.

The deadline to apply is March 1, 2024. Hear �rst-hand about the 2023-24
STEP experience from past STEP cohort members here.

Call for 2024 ICICLE Educational Fellows Program NOW OPEN

The National Science Foundation-funded AI Institute for Intelligent
Cyberinfrastructure with Computational Learning in the Environment
(ICICLE) is now accepting applications for its 2024 Educational Fellows
Program.

Graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and early-career educators and
researchers from all domains and disciplines actively enrolled in, or formally
a�liated with, a US-based institution, are eligible to apply. Those from
populations and institutions traditionally underrepresented in research
computing, as well as those interested in developing skills and/or positing
research questions using AI-enabled cyberinfrastructure and knowledge

Find out more information about or to apply for the NSF ACCESS
Student Training and Engagement Program

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a91661d1f8b0d6b3b4d77486f074041c29901d6accf37aa4f81fdcd47d3a538cf37f59a725aa97b1bf3c2ced3258a79338a6e
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166e892d5495d23dc331131caa8447a9558ec83244b559d495f0920c0a58bcf9aef06759374958d32262f6aea0073f9fd95
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systems to support increased resiliency of food systems, are strongly
encouraged to apply. Applications are due February 23, 2024.

Register to attend the Zoom webinar

DEI A�nity Group

We strive to build an inclusive and equitable culture which will promote and
increase diversity. This group is being created to ensure that there is
diversity in committees, events (network retreats), and leadership positions.

ROI A�nity Group

This group focuses on approaches to gauging impact as well as
quantitative and qualitative measures needed to communicate the bene�ts
of investments in cyberinfrastructure on our campuses.

Find out more information about or to apply for the ICICLE Educational
Fellows Program

FEBRUARY

14
ICICLE EDUCATIONAL FELLOWS PROGRAM

Informational Webinar

February 14, 2024 at 3:30 p.m. Eastern

Learn more about the program at this optional
informational webinar.

Join the DEI A�nity Group

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166a7bae11caa693d22135014220ee0ad2a70fa3a37f13a595d29b9db04a06c0e250f6a167c3738da5096b6f32e2f667708
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a91660d834826406a11f927869a92178b66b48ea2983fc0bea9efbf7529cfe890674074a60b028e52bd821a47afc2fceeb1b2
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166a0c1693d03f3c88ce8ca8e94389e78553f16872ac4c6a317b6ae1a9ffac23756359d7171166326c2929a361db93bb77d
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MW-RCD on Slack
LinkedIn
X
Mastodon
Mailing List

Join the ROI A�ntiy Group

Connect with the MW-RCD

 

MW-RCD Related Events
To have your MW-RCD related event listed here, send us the
relevant information.

Weekly DEI Updates

ICICLE YouTube Channel
Led by The Ohio State University, the National Science Foundation funded AI
institute for Intelligent Cyberinfrastructure with Computational Learning in
the Environment (ICICLE) will build the next generation of
Cyberinfrastructure to render Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) more accessible to
everyone and drive its further democratization in the larger society.

The widespread adoption of Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) fueling advances in
science, education, and commerce has been driven not only by the ability to
aggregate data from a wide range of sources, but also by the availability of
increasingly powerful Cyberinfrastructure (CI) supporting AI advances. As CI
becomes more complex and heterogeneous, end users of the technology

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a916649c2d460fb75d19244b30ced19eb6bc1a324d224b7670f12902c5656b3932bf5ab6975ae8bee143f09f55a8adf4ce336
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a91665db7edd722593a38f4dc6ad917155fa7d1a23161b78db08869bb0aa5392656778adcf272471ea911ac6e669a5b3e7ee0
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166862638718a6b37a35ca27b19e8a5ab1757ec7c0806c49d0788924f44ce5a682166169bb1d87b72ceb628450ada48d8ad
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166def73f3ab888c857c4db95e18429b39abd523ea8d213d0df1438d9c01fa15e64636afb4cd64f6a0e8df24ba89ddf7ce3
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a91663334a94dfed887790e1028a031ac79c181cd8800797197e009ee6f67eccf1f63c80fbb79e25c8f3a6585e0cabf0485d7
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166c505ac731c3836ebeca56acea064e3665559b470796cc1aaff361aef2f9bd45a0f04b0b5a1d965a76386090cb986ead6
mailto:pti@iu.edu?subject=MW-RDC%20related%20event
mailto:pti@iu.edu?subject=MW-RDC%20related%20event
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166f249c03b729eac2d3d03347b0be49b155d3a757e1437e287dfb77abf3d099d3b45834d803fee44945c298805eeb30440
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NSF Award information

 

RCN:CIP: Midwest Research Computing
and Data Consortium
This material is based upon work supported by the
National Science Foundation under Grant No. 2227627.
Any opinions, �ndings, and conclusions or
recommendations expressed in this material are those of
the authors and do not necessarily re�ect the views of the
National Science Foundation.

face a bewildering set of choices in applying AI to leverage insightful
analytics, modeling complex systems, or enabling automation. 

The ICICLE project is funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF)
under grant number OAC-2112606.

Thursday, April 4 • 2 - 4:30 p.m. • Online

Getting Started with Jetstream2
This workshop targets researchers and educators, even those with no
previous cloud computing experience.

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a91668507739f24eb7f6ac498dd249a156fa585c7f33af7f893d5765eb04c17fb1e699199ea05d96c57c0e3c4f655272efe23
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166ee37509d9587b8353cf5e254fd44b6e94eceded7973dffb93297ed21d79ea146a5290e3fb5334b90c1f3a6f4078fc823
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Indiana University
107 S. Indiana Ave

Bloomington, IN 47405

https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a91668af3e93a9dfecd3781a19593454891f3834315e44b1e2bda8234d42fdb64550afa9fa3819afc7eae0c3b6841fcca9a91
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a91668af3e93a9dfecd3781a19593454891f3834315e44b1e2bda8234d42fdb64550afa9fa3819afc7eae0c3b6841fcca9a91
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166d315f6150d2b154e751660be673fa351371a1dace763f772fb4ba7a1112d2f37ffd99735bbf34f7715bcd92601d5ca6d
https://click.e.iu.edu/?qs=2dca4595278a9166d315f6150d2b154e751660be673fa351371a1dace763f772fb4ba7a1112d2f37ffd99735bbf34f7715bcd92601d5ca6d

